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Get Unique Engagement 

Whether it’s through an idea, tool, or the 

hashtag challenge, brands can convert 

users into ambassadors through the power 

of shared experience on our platform. This, 

coupled with TikTok’s intelligent content 

discovery process allows users to discover 

fresh content based on their viewing pref-

erences and habits, helping brands achieve 

fast growth and maximum visibility.

What defines TikTok outside of the other 

social media platforms is that rather than 

just sharing mundane daily events, and food 

pictures, TikTok users are creatively aligning 

with hashtags, trends, video tricks, and most 

importantly brands, in a race for likes and 

follows that is very beneficial for you… the 

advertiser.

It’s SUPER Popular 

The internet is, in essence, one big popu-

larity contest, and TikTok is the new kid in 

school who has somehow managed to catch 

a lot of wind very quickly. In 2018 & 2019 

alone you could have found TikTok in...

 » 150 Markets

 » 75 Languages

 » 500 Million+ Downloads on Google 

Play Store

… And that doesn’t even begin to factor in 

the 2020 numbers, during which TikTok saw 

a major explosion due to a global quaran-

tine that left everyone at home… with social 

media as their only source of contact with 

digital culture.

Innovative Video Content 

The app and it’s community provides a 

variety of full-screen vertical short-form 

video content that has come to redefine the 

genre of user generated content as a whole. 

The dances, the lip sync videos, the creative 

use of filters and augmented reality camera 

tricks, give each user a toolkit that they’ve 

never had before to express themselves… 

and in effect… culture.

TikTok has made a trend out of video tech-

niques that were previously considered 

cheap and simple and made it an art form, 

pioneering the trend of video consumption 

around the world to highly engaged, pas-

sionate users.

Meet The Next Generation 

Although it may be easy to ignore the new 

for the tried and true, the new tends to 

bring with it a whole new generation of 

users with a whole new set of disposable in-

come… or in this case their parents. With the 

majority of TikTok’s users being highly-en-

gaged Generation Z and Millennials based 

in major cities around the world, brands can 

instantly connect with the next generation 

of consumers.

Not only do these users have plenty of time 

to scroll and create, they are also highly 

active in engagement, both outbound with 

their friends, and in return.

1. Why advertise 
on tiktok?
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The beauty in TikTok is that, just like the video content 

creation, there are a lot of different ways to do what 

you want, and that includes advertising.

While Facebook, Instagram, and many other social media platforms were originally 

created for socializing and then adjusted to advertising, TikTok was created for 

both from the start. TikTok was clearly designed with advertising in mind because 

not only do we have the tools to advertise through Ad Auctions like we do on other 

platforms, we also have the option for Reservation Buying.

» Brand Takeover

Have you ever opened up TikTok and received an ad right away? Brand Takeover Ads 

appear upon opening the app… no scrolling, no clicking, just right up front and in your 

face! These ads are an incredible means of capturing user attention through a full-

screen visual experience right away. People are constantly opening and closing apps 

on their phone, and putting your brand in this split second time can be a valuable and 

memorable impression.

You can use these Brand Takeover Ads in multiple creative format options with static or 

dynamic display. These ads support both 3-second JPG and 3-5 second videos. They’re 

one of TikTok Ad’s best options for delivering mass awareness and driving direct sales 

since you can place your messaging right in front of your target audience. Capturing the 

attention of the user when they least expect it, and setting a tone for the rest of their 

browsing.

RESERVATION BUYING AD OPTIONS

Brand Takeover

» Branded AR Content

Welcome to the future of advertising! Merging reality with digital, camera with the real 

world, 2D display with 3D effects, TikTok‘s AR Branded Effect tool called Branded Scan 

allows users to have an augmented reality experience with any brand. With Branded 

Effects, brands or products can be added to a clip in a 2D, 3D, or AR format. Put your 

product right in their hands, home, or table and give them the opportunity to take it 

from there.

This creative and fun visual experience engages with the camera-first generation and 

gives them a shiny new toy to play with and share with their friends while uniting users 

around the world with visual languages that can span time, place and culture.

Branded AR Content

2. Reservation buying 
vs. Ad auction
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2. RESERVATION BUYING VS. AD AUCTION

» Top View

This is the big kahuna, the main attraction, the Superbowl commercial spot of TikTok. 

Put your video in a video first format that presents your brand on the best and unmissa-

ble placement of TikTok, right at the front and center, capturing full user attention with 

sight, sound, and narrative. This incredible advertising option gives you leading access 

to user attention - showcase your brand on TikTok’s most premium real estate. It’s like 

having a billboard in Times Square, no matter how much you try, if you’re there, you 

can’t miss it.

So what can you put in this juicy piece of real estate? Currently, TikTok allows you to 

place up to 60 seconds of full-screen and long-form video, with auto-play and sound. 

That’s right, they don’t even have to click anything, the video will just start playing right 

when they get there. That’s an impression ON DEMAND with distraction-free viewing 

grabbing 100% user attention. 

TikTok gives you the golden microphone and the rest is up to your creative to keep them 

coming back!   

» Hashtag Challenge

Activate interactivity! Hashtag challenges ask TikTok’s community to create videos 

around a specific hashtag, and the Hashtag Plus allows brands to include a shopping 

feature. That’s right, you read that correctly, you can literally recruit people to make 

free commercials for your brand and share it on their own. Tap into unique engagement 

solutions and immersive formats to creatively and authentically connect with audiences 

around the world with the people they trust most, their own friends. Invite all users to 

participate and create content around your campaign theme, with all UGC aggregating 

in the hashtag challenge page. Not only can you find all of these ads in a special page 

that keeps them all together, but they are also dispersed through a wide variety of user 

feeds, and live there until they decide to take them down. 

You can purchase 3 to 6-day package options with supporting media placements, cre-

ative guidance, and seamless setup. The average engagement rate of 8.5% through likes, 

comments, and shares on this UGC. Talk about rolling creative production and advertis-

ing all into one easy to set up process.

Top View

Hashtag Challenge

In-Feed Ads

» In-Feed Ads

You don’t always need prime advertising real estate to tell a good brand narrative. 

Sometimes squeezing your ad amidst a collection of content that the user has already 

curated just puts your brand in a category of things they seem to already like. It’s sub-

liminal in a way… As the user scrolls past all of the things they follow and adore, your 

brand pops up greeting them when they are keeping up with everything they love. This 

ad style allows you to tell your brand story like a TikTok creator by integrating video 

content into users’ “For You” feed.

Capture the user’s attention in their “For You” feed with up to 60-second of auto-play 

video with sound and watch the engagement roll in. They can ‘like’, ‘comment’, ‘share’, 

‘follow’, ‘shoot videos with the same music’ etc. and all are valuable forms of engage-

ment that are guaranteed to lead to conversations. Well, guaranteed is a strong word, 

but c’mon… if it didn’t work, they wouldn’t offer it, and people wouldn’t be using it… 

which… take my word for it… they are.
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AUCTION AD OPTIONS

Reservation Cost

Let’s be clear about one thing, when it comes to TikTok, however, things were not always 

perfect. Initially, advertising on TikTok was damn near impossible for the average brand. The 

barrier of entry to TikTok has been that the cost to enter their older “reservation-based” ad 

platform has been too expensive for most brands. These costs range from $25,000 for an 

in-feed video campaign to $240,000 for a one day Top View takeover. That’s Nike money for 

sure, but for the average business trying to get their product in front of the massive TikTok 

audience, it was just flat out… out of reach. 

This process has changed a bit and evolved to a place where more brands are able to afford 

these special ad types… however, if you’re interested in another, more cost-effective, means of 

advertising on TikTok then look to...

2. RESERVATION BUYING VS. AD AUCTION

If that high-priced fancy reservation buying isn’t for you, no problem! TikTok also offers a very similar plat-

form to Facebook that allows you to participate in auctions for keywords and placement through a bidding 

system. Sound familiar? That’s because it is.

Bidding is an important part of the overall ad creation and placement process. There are various types of 

bidding methods available that depend on your overall strategy and objectives both for your brand and the 

specific product that you are trying to advertise. You can, as always, go for volume and try to optimize your 

TikTok ads to just get as many eyes on the prize as possible, or you can go for a more targeted approach to 

reach a unique collection of individuals that you define. Figuring out which method is right for you and right 

for the campaign can be a challenge, but it is important to take the time to understand all methods before 

running any campaigns.

Currently, TikTok Ads Manager provides 4 different bidding methods:

 » Cost per Click (CPC)

 » Optimized Cost per Click (oCPC)

 » Cost per Mille/Thousand Impressions (CPM)

 » Cost per Thousand Views (CPV)

Cost Per Click (CPC)

If you are here learning about the TikTok ad platform, my guess is that you are already pretty familiar with 

the Cost Per Click metric and how it relates to advertising… but just in case, let’s go over it. This bidding sys-

tem means your bid is the cost you are willing to pay per click. The system will deliver your ads to users who 

are most likely to click them at a cost that is as close to your bid as possible. Pretty simple conceptually and 

even more simple to calculate and execute.

 » Calculation: Total cost / Total click

 » Billing Event: Charged by click

 » Applicable Advertising Object: Traffic, App Installs, Conversion
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2. RESERVATION BUYING VS. AD AUCTION

Here’s an example...

Greg owns a barbershop and wants people to book reservations for a haircut on his website. 

He chooses the conversion campaign objective and sets up his bid as oCPC. He just wants 

to break even for the haircut, so he sets up his bid for each result (reservation) at $15. That’s 

important, he sets up his results for reservations, not just ad clicks.

As his campaign runs, he starts getting clicks. The system will bid higher for clicks most likely 

to lead to a reservation and less for clicks that do not. When the ad has run its course, his total 

spend of $50 leads to 5 people registering for a haircut on his site. This is an average of $10 

per result, which is less than his bid of $15. This is Greg’s calculation for finding out the average 

cost per result.

Greg looks at his bill and sees that he was charged $50. This came from 100 clicks at an aver-

age price of $.50. This is Greg’s billing event. Now if Greg only had 50 clicks. His charge would 

still be $50 on his bill from 50 clicks at an average price of $1.00 (billing event). Yet, Greg still 

received 5 reservations from his $50 spend so he still has an average of $10 per result com-

pared to our bid of $15 (calculation).

 » Calculation: Total cost / Total result

 » Billing Event: Charged by click

 » Applicable Advertising Object: App Installs, Conversion

Optimized Cost Per Click (oCPC)

Okay, so you’re familiar with CPC but have you ever considered Optimized Cost Per Click. This bidding 

system takes the CPC method one step further and rather than just getting you clicks on the ad, it actually 

optimizes the ad placement and bidding system around the users who are more likely to take the action you 

want at a cost that is as close to your bid as possible. Although this sounds very similar to the CPC version, 

it’s slightly different because your bid is the cost you are willing to pay per result or conversion, not click.

Although this system is very specifically different from the CPC model because your bid is set for how much 

you are willing to spend per result (conversion), what is similar is that, your actual billing is based on clicks, 

not results. This can be a little confusing to understand... how could this system still charge you per click if 

you are bidding on results...

Before we move on to the other auction styles, it’s worth considering the distinct differences between CPC 

and oCPC. The most important thing to remember, on a technical level, is that the billing event for both CPC 

and oCPC is clicks… however, the difference lies in the system’s optimization target when delivering your ads.

 

 » For CPC, the system optimizes delivery to get more clicks.

 » For oCPC, the system optimizes delivery to get more conversions (e.g. App download, purchase on 

landing page, etc.).

When creating your ad groups for CPC and oCPC, how you set your bill will be different:

 

 » For CPC, bid for each click.

 » For oCPC, bid for each conversion.
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2. RESERVATION BUYING VS. AD AUCTION

AD SPECS & UPLOADING OPTIONS

Cost Per One Thousand Impressions (CPM)

If you are looking for less direct and targeted results, and instead just want to drive people to your brand, 

then you might want to consider the Cost Per Mille AKA Cost Per 1,000 Impressions AKA CPM. With this 

bidding system, the TikTok platform will deliver your ads to get the most exposure and reach to as many 

customers as possible within your budget. Like other platforms where CPM is a bidding option, this method 

is entirely driven by sheer volume and has nothing to do with results. Get people there, show them the stuff… 

that’s what CPM is all about, and should only be used as such, otherwise you’d be wasting your money.

 » Calculation: (Total cost / Total impressions) * 1,000

 » Billing Event: Charged by impression

 » Applicable Advertising Object: Reach

Cost Per View (CPV)

When it comes to video ads, the Cost Per View (CPV) is the best of both the world of CPC and CPM. This 

system of bidding means your bid is the price you are willing to pay for per one thousand 6-second or 2-sec-

ond video views. With the goal centered around views, the TikTok platform will deliver your video to get as 

many views as possible within your budget.

Also, very important to note for the CPV bidding system, when setting your bid for cost per view in your 

ad group, make sure that you multiply your desired cost per view by 1,000 and enter your total as the bid 

amount. 

Ad Type Support

Although there is a wide variety of different ad options within the TikTok platform, the system currently only 

supports video ads. TikTok’s News Feed apps, however, like “TopBuzz / BuzzVideo / NewsRepublic” support 

both image and video ads. 

Here’s An Example…

If I am willing to spend $.05 for a video view, I will enter $50 as my CPV bid ($.05 X 1000 = $50). 

 » Calculation: Total cost / Total video views * 1000

 » Billing Event: Charged by 2-second video views, 6-second video views, or video 

completion

 » Applicable Advertising Object: Video Views
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2. RESERVATION BUYING VS. AD AUCTION

Uploading Your Creative

There are three options for uploading your media to the TikTok platform when you are ready to connect your 

creative to all of your back-end ad optimization.

1. Add from Computer: You can upload your media from your computer directly.

2. Add from Library: You can access your media from previous ads on TikTok. They will be stored in the 

library automatically.

3. Create a Video: This creation tool allows you to build stunning videos easily. You can select either “Use 

Video Template” or “Smart Video”.

a. Use Video Template - Create video ads based on existing images using our pre-approved stun-

ning templates. Refer to the Video Creation Kit for details on using templates.

b. Smart Video - Use our Smart Video function which automatically analyzes your media to create 

edited videos like a pro.

Automated Creative Optimization

The TikTok platform also offers you the Automated Creative Optimization tool that helps manage your ads 

more efficiently and effectively by automatically finding high-performing combinations of your creative as-

sets.

You can upload images or videos, write some ad text, and select your call-to-action (CTA) buttons. TikTok’s 

system will then automatically combine your creative assets into multiple ads for your campaign. These ads 

get continuously explored, evaluated and optimized to find the optimal combination of variables. The system 

will then present the best creative to your target audience based on the tested combinations.
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TikTok Ad Formats

In-feed video

 » 5-15 seconds long – full-screen – clickable – Sound On video experiences

 

Ad Creation Best Practices

Before you go WILD adding creative and writing copy, there are a few best practices that we are starting to 

see despite the fact that the platform is so young. These are not rules that are set in stone, however, they are 

worth considering before you dive too far into the creative process of your ad campaigns.

 » Number of Creatives / Ads: 3-5 per ad group (adset)

 » Ad Group Changes: Do not make changes to existing ad groups, rather, it is advised to create a new 

ad group for each modification. Changes include anything from targeting, to landing pages, and any-

thing in that category of adjustment.

 » Ad / Creative Changes: The same is true for creative. Do not add new creatives to existing ad groups, 

rather it advised to create a new ad group for each modification. 

 » Automated Creative Optimization

� 
� 

Cost of advertising

We briefly touched on the cost of advertising on the TikTok platform and the evolution that has gone 

through. Since the cost of advertising is so closely linked to Ad types, seems like a good time to just take a 

bit of a gander through what that looks like more closely.

The cost of advertising is dependent on the budget. In the past, the barrier of entry to TikTok has been that 

the cost to enter their old “reservation-based” ad platform has been too expensive for most users. These 

costs range from $25,000 for an in-feed video campaign to $240,000 for a one day Top View takeover, 

as we’ve mentioned. That’s some big $$, and simply not an option for some brands. While the reserva-

tion-based system may be too pricey for some brands, the TikTok ad auction has a much lower $100 daily 

minimum ($3,000 monthly minimum). This new system allows for more advertisers, agencies, and brands to 

join TikTok (once they have been added by a TikTok authorized agency).

2. RESERVATION BUYING VS. AD AUCTION
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All roads on the web begin with registration, so before you can do anything, you have to register your ac-

count and configure all of your personal details.

TikTok is here and it’s not going anywhere. Now that 

we’ve discussed all of the various ad types and bene-

fits of advertising on TikTok, it’s time to get into the 

nitty-gritty of the setup. 

Just like any other ad platform you’ve worked with, there are a few ins and outs 

worth learning when it comes to setting up your ads within TikTok. We’ll start with 

a general UI overview, and then head to the more specific tracking techniques like 

setting up your pixel. 

3. Setting up your 
ad platform

SETTING UP THE PLATFORM

Registration

1. Click here to start your account reg-

istration

2. Select your billing country/region 

and type of account: “Business” or 

“Individual”

3. Click “Next”. Continue to follow the 

next step based on your account 

type

4. Fill in email or phone number, create 

a password, get verification code, 

and agree to terms

5. Click on “Sign Up”

6. Fill in your account details and agree 

to terms

https://ads.tiktok.com/i18n/register
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Getting Your Account Settings Dialed In

Although you might be itching to get to the targeting and audience setup portion of the TikTok ad optimi-

zation, it’s always best to start with the Pixel set up first so that when you start creating ads, the pixel will be 

ready to go for all of your ad and conversion tracking needs.

3. SETTING UP YOUR AD PLATFORM

1. On your TikTok Ads Manager dashboard, click 

on your account name in the top-right corner 

to access a drop-down menu. The blue card 

pinned to the top of the drop-down menu is the 

account you are currently using. Click on the “Ad 

Account Settings” icon to the right of the account 

information.

2. Click on “Settings”

3. Click on “Business Information” under Account 

Setup

4. Fill in the details for your business

a. Business Name: The name of your business 

or store

b. Promotion Link: Your business website, app 

store, or URL. If you have multiple links, 

please separate them with line breaks

c. Industries: Select your business industry

d. Street Address: The location of your 

headquarters or where your business is 

registered

e. State/Province: The state/province where 

your business is registered

f. Postal code: The postal code of the region 

where your business is registered

5. Click on “Primary Contact” under Account Setup

6. Fill in the contact details

a. These include a valid contact name, phone 

number, and email address. This is the person 

TikTok Ads Manager will contact regarding 

invoices, receipts and further payment-

related issues.

7. Click on “Tax Information” under Account Setup

8. Enter your valid tax information

9. Click on “Payment Method” beneath Account 

Setup

10. Fill in your payment details

And that’s it! You are now ready to move on to the next level of optimization and tracking. Strap in!
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3. SETTING UP YOUR AD PLATFORM

PIXEL BASICS

If you are a serious digital marketer you have used pixels before and you know how powerful their tracking 

data is, so we’ll start with the pixel set up before we jump into creating audiences and setting targeting. Once 

your pixel is set up, you can create as many campaigns as you’d like and optimize them to your hearts desire, 

knowing that your pixel is set up and ready to track!

Pixel Set-Up & Installation

To set up the TikTok Pixel and get the most out of it, you will need to follow six main steps. Of course, we’ll 

dive much deeper into how to actually execute each of these steps shortly, but getting a bird’s eye view of the 

process will provide you context for why we need to do what we need to do in each step.

1. Create pixel: Name your pixel and get the pixel code.

2. Install pixel: You can add the pixel code onto your website manually or through Google Tag Manager.

3. Download TikTok Pixel Helper: You can use TikTok Pixel Helper to check whether the pixel code is add-

ed correctly and whether the events can be triggered successfully.

4. Choose an industry category: Choose an industry category that matches your business scenario to cre-

ate a series of events accordingly. 

5. Define events: Define a series of events to track user actions. You can define tracking rules for each 

event by choosing either Element Click, Destination URL, or Pop-up Events.

6. Create ads and view data: At the ad group level, link the pixel and choose an event as the optimization 

goal. After your campaign goes live, you can view all event data within the Event Manager.

1. How to Create a Pixel

It’s alive! Time to give your Pixel life, and set it forth into the land of digital advertising. Pretty simple and 

self-explanatory process here… nothing too difficult yet.

Now you’ve got a baby Pixel with nothing to track and nowhere to live… so let’s take care of that.

1. Click “Event” in the Library tab.

2. Choose Website Pixel, and click 

“Manage”.

3. Click “Create Pixel”.

4. Name your pixel
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2. How to Install a Pixel

In the installation phase, you have two options for your little Pixel. You can either choose to set it up manu-

ally through the TikTok platform and fine-tune the settings there, or you can install your pixel using Google 

Tags Manager.

Install Manually

First, the manual install of the Pixel so that we establish the foundation of where it lives in the platform.

1. Choose “Manually Install Pixel Code” and click “Next”

2. Copy your pixel by clicking directly on the pixel code shown. You may also download it to your comput-

er by clicking on the “download pixel code” link.

3. Paste the pixel code at the top of the header section on your website. 

4. Check if the pixel has been installed correctly with our free TikTok Pixel Helper plugin.

Install Pixel Using Google Tag Manager

If you’ve got a Google Tag Manager account, you have another option for your Pixel install.

1. You need to have a Google Tag Manager account.

2. You need to embed the Google Tag Manager SDK into the landing page that needs to be monitored

3. Choose “Install Pixel code by 3rd party tool” and click “Next”.

4. Click “Connect to a Google account” to connect your Google Tag Manager account

5. Select your Google Tag Manager account, container, and workspace. Then click “Next”

6. Once you’ve successfully connected your Google Tag Manager, download and install the TikTok Pixel 

Helper

3. SETTING UP YOUR AD PLATFORM
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TikTok Ads provides you various targeting options for you to pinpoint the exact audience you want your ads 

to be displayed to. This can be in the form of a Custom Audience or a Lookalike Audience.

Custom Audiences 

Let’s get personal! You can build your very own 

audience from scratch to completely suit your 

needs. A custom audience is an ad targeting 

option that lets you find people who already 

know or have engaged with your business. The 

custom audience allows you to start with 4 main 

categories to sort the audience into…

a. Customer Profile

b. Engagement

c. App Activity

d. Website Traffic

Lookalike Audiences

Similar to a custom audience, a lookalike audience can also be customized based on a few established an-

chor points. However, where lookalike audiences truly excel is in helping you find audience groups that share 

commonalities with your existing customers. Use it to find audiences that are interested in your product and 

expand your audience range. You can use a Lookalike Audience throughout the different phases of the ad 

group delivery.

A lookalike audience also has three specific time periods that you must be aware of in order to leverage it at 

its fullest potential. These phases follow your delivery curve and utilize the lookalike audiences for various ad 

placement strategies that differ depending on where in the delivery lifecycle your ad campaign is...

1. Cold start: During this phase, “Lookalike 

Audience” can shorten the exploration time 

and help the algorithms learn more quickly 

which group of users will be interested in 

your ads and the product you are promot-

ing, helping you obtain conversions faster.

2. Mature delivery phase: When your delivery 

curve is at its peak and has reached a sat-

isfactory number of conversions, you can 

use “Lookalike Audience” to expand your 

audience further and maximize your ROI.

3. Decline phase: When your ad group de-

livery is in decline, you can use “Lookalike 

Audience” to extend the life cycle of your 

delivery.

3. SETTING UP YOUR AD PLATFORM

AUDIENCE CREATION
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3. SETTING UP YOUR AD PLATFORM

TARGETING OPTIONS

1. Audiences

a. Create a Lookalike or Custom Audience (Customer 

file, Engagement, App Activity, Website Traffic).

b. Exclude Lookalike or Custom Audiences

2. Demographics

a. Gender

b. Age 

c. Location

d. Language

e. Interests

3. Device

a. Connection Type

b. Operating System

c. Operation System Version

d. Device Price

e. Carrier

Targeting can be 

selected during the ad 

group creation process. 

The following options 

are available:

You’ve got your pixel created, set, and ready to track. You’ve got your audiences created and ready, and now 

it’s time to make some targeting decisions. You are almost done with your ad setup and ready to rock and roll. 

But first, a few things to consider...

Interest Targeting

The biggest boon of social media marketing that truly sets it apart from most other advertising channels is 

the endless amount of interest data collected about each user. TikTok knows what they watch, what they 

click, what brands they pause scrolling for, what sorts of products are of interest to the user based on their 

past browsing history, and so much more. Let’s consider interest targeting a bit more closely.

Interests are determined by a user’s behavior related to different content types. Behaviors types may include 

views, clicks, etc. Content types may include videos, ads, articles, etc. When a user’s interaction with certain 

categories is high, their profile will be associated with a corresponding interest. For example, a user’s profile 

can be associated with ‘Travel’ and ‘Gaming’ because they often watch travel videos and click on gaming ads.

So how does that affect ad delivery?  While creating an ad group, you can select “Interest Categories” under 

the targeting module. Your ad will be pushed to users whose profiles fall under the specific category you 

select. Targeting by interest can improve your ad delivery accuracy by enabling you to pinpoint the exact 

audience you want your ads to be displayed to. 
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Here are two useful ways to think about interest targeting:

1. Product Characteristics: You can select the interest based on product characteristics. For 

example, if you want to promote a “Maxi Dress”, you can choose “Apparel & Accessories”.

2. Here are some of the interests you can target on TikTok

Measuring Results
� 

a. Early Results

One of the biggest keys with the Facebook pixels is that in order to drive data of of the pixel, you must 

create that data from TikTok Advertising. At this time, TikTok will not read outside data created from 

other sources. With that, early TikTok data will focus on click-based metrics. 

b. Pixel Maturation

After gathering conversion-based pixel data, you will be able to create both Custom audiences and 

lookalike audiences for retargeting. Since the last TikTok update, you are now able to refresh your 

lookalike audience data to give you the latest audience targeting. 

3. SETTING UP YOUR AD PLATFORM
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At this point you might be thinking… okay… but are 

the cool kids doing it? Who else has found success 

on the TikTok ad platform? You may not be surprised 

by the answer.

As we’ve mentioned before, TikTok previously had a very high barrier to entry for 

smaller brands to experiment. With their reservation model, the cost of advertis-

ing was simply too prohibitive for the average brand, so most of the companies 

that have had any wide success on TikTok have been larger companies that could 

afford this entry price. Here are a few of these early large company success stories 

to whet your whistle...

5. What other companies 
are already advertising 
on tiktok?

 » Nike: Raise awareness with its target audience of football-loving Gen Z & Millenni-

als.

 » Converse: Converse gave fans a chance to learn, craft, and celebrate the game of 

basketball using Converse’s iconic products as their canvas. The objective was to 

grow brand affinity among young communities.

 » KIA: Sought to target millennials and promote their newly launched compact 

SUV-Seltos

 » Balenciaga: raise awareness with a new audience on TikTok, as well as be the first 

high-end luxury brand on TikTok to test and use the TopView format

 » KFC: sought to land with millions of hungry users on TikTok, to celebrate its return 

to feeding the nation via delivery and grow its online orders

 » eBay: Wanted help promoting their latest campaign – #StrongerAsOne – to young 

people
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4. WHAT OTHER COMPANIES ARE ALREADY ADVERTISING ON TIKTOK?

Smaller Brand Success Stories

All is not lost, although most of the early success was surrounding the larger companies that could afford the 

reservation model, the inclusion of the auction-style ad platform has opened the door to smaller brands as 

well. 

Here’s just one example so far that has found a strong footing in this new ad platform

SuperFat

Keto Cookies, the perfect guilt-free snack whenever, wherever. Entirely gluten-free, no 

add sugar, and made with almond flour. 

We ran a Prospecting Campaign targeting TikTok users with an interest in Sports and 

Outdoors

Results: 

 » 5/29 - 6/12

� 8 Conversions @ $619.36 Spend

 » 6/13 - 6/20

� 4 Conversions @ $587.62 Spend

 » 6/21 - 6/27

� 4 Conversions @ $613.34 Spend

� 

Campaign Contributing Factors

 » Engaging Creative

 » Adjusting proper bids

 » Audience selection 

 » Interests

 » Prospecting

 » Remarketing
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PART 2

Influencer
Marketing
and How to
grow your own 
following
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Working with influencers

 » Finding the right influencers is key, you need to match your product with someone who is 

genuinely enthusiastic about it, Gen-Z are savvy to soulless marketing - you do not want to 

ostracize your key audience.

 » Using highly engaged influencers with a large fanbase can add to the ‘exclusivity’ value of 

a product.

 » Allow influencers a level of creative freedom/a loose brief to allow their creativity to 

flourish. They know their audience best and what works for their page.

Elements of an A+ Creative:

 » Colour and contrast - TikTok content is bright and colourful. The more your content can 

mirror this the better.

 » Ensure content is ‘TikTok native’ - make use of effects and popular sounds, if branded 

content doesn’t feel in tune with regular TikTok content, the conversion rate will be mini-

mal.

 » Embed emotion and have a storyline - the more authentic feeling the better. 

 » Look at the current trends that are popular on the app and try and fit your creatives in 

around this. If you can find a way to loop your creative in with a challenge/trend that’s cur-

rently popular, Gen-Z will appreciate this, this will lead to better results.

 » Try and include elements of popular culture into the creative.

 » Use the post comments as a focus group. See what people are saying about your creative 

and product and adjust accordingly.

 » Clear CTA is pivotal once the viewer is hooked; “click the link in my bio to…

1. How to Advertise Using 
TikTok Influencers 

INSIGHTS FROM FANBYTES ON CREATIVES AND INFLUENCERS
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Cost to run campaign $13,000

What you get:

 » 8-10 influencers and using a mixture of macro and smaller influencers 

 » 333k views minimum guaranteed 

 » All influencers will include a link in bio for 48 hours minimum

What SuperFat provided:

 » Sample product to each influencer 

 » Custom 15% coupon code to each influencer

Examples Of Content Created for SuperFat:

@thebalesky creative 

@keto.maam creative (best performing creative of the set)

Results (9 out of 12 influencers in the campaign posted at the time this data was taken)

 » 4,699 clicks

 » 4,164 unique clicks

 » 648,368 views

 » 44 coupon redemptions

ROI/takeaways

 » Spent USD $13,000 to get 53 code redemptions totaling roughly $2,000 in sales 

 » Final ROAS of 0.15 with original goal of a minimum 1, so conversion did not meet expectations 

 » 25 of the 44 coupon redemptions came from 1 influencer with 155k followers (one of the smallest 

followings amongst influencers in the campaign)

See detailed post mortem deck for SuperFat campaign here: https://docsend.com/view/us3ruxs9pghh8rtr

Altr London - Paid TikTok Social Campaign, 4x ROAS:

Max King Creative 1:

https://streamable.com/oin4bp

Lewis Leigh Creative 2:

https://streamable.com/z1hapm

These creatives performed well because:

 » Both made use of native TikTok editing styles (snappy effects) etc.

 » Creative 1 made use of a top trending song, keeping in key w/TikTok culture.

 » Both influencers were genuinely passionate about the product.

 » Personality is injected into it, especially with Max’s creative.

1 .  HOW TO ADVERTISE USING TIKTOK INFLUENCERS 

CASE STUDY: Altr London

CASE STUDY: Superfat Keto Cookies Campaign with Fanbytes

https://www.tiktok.com/@thebalesky/video/6873889081948949765?lang=en
https://www.tiktok.com/@ketocoachx/video/6847137283724872965?language=en&sec_uid=MS4wLjABAAAAfaiHbyx3PadTtY31_4KA9YHnE7-0X7TlZe1agl529-sZmFYC4OE68RbjNQxeo8cA&u_code=d9c58ahfhej0dc&utm_campaign=client_share&app=musically&utm_medium=ios&user_id=6761360427260576774&tt_from=more&utm_source=more&source=h5_m
https://docsend.com/view/us3ruxs9pghh8rtr
https://streamable.com/oin4bp
https://streamable.com/z1hapm
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Why TikTok?

In 2015, London published a video on FB that got him a few hundred million views. He’s been making com-

edy since then.  He missed out on the massive growth many content creators had through Facebook and 

Instagram.  We went “all in” on Instagram last year, publishing 100 videos over 100 days. But he only gained 

1000 followers.  In his opinion, since the founders of Instagram left the company, Instagram has lost interest 

in creators and now heavily favors businesses.

Then came TikTok, where London says you can create a 

following with a single video.  Unlike Instagram, TikTok is 

in a stage of rapid growth and is heavily incentivized to 

have creators use the platform and post often.  

With Instagram’s slow growth and Youtube’s higher 

barrier to entry, TikTok is the best place to get started if 

you’re a content creator looking to grow a community of 

followers.

Formula to Grow a 500k Following

For anyone getting started on the platform, London 

recommends sticking to the same formula he used to 

get his nearly 600k followers: post 3 videos per day for 

3 months.  If you care about your content and strive to 

improve with each video, you’re going to grow your fol-

lowing on TikTok.  

As for WHEN to post, London doesn’t follow the suggestions from TikTok’s analytics.   TikTok’s goal is to get 

the most amount of people posting the most amount of content. They want more opportunities for posts to 

go viral. 

The platform feeds London slightly false data, so that he’ll post more. While Tiktok says to post at 3 PM, he’ll 

post at 7 AM so that his content sits on the platform all day.  He’s experimented with both times, and  7 AM 

ALWAYS outperforms 3 PM.  

And a bonus tip - repost your most viral content every 30 days after the original post date!  

2. How to Grow a 
Following on TikTok

London Lazerson Case Study (@londonlaz)

https://www.tiktok.com/@londonlaz?source=h5_m
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How to Monetize your Account

Once London hit 100K he began looking for a manager. He was turned down by a bunch of agencies, but 

ended up signing with one he was given a referral to.  Once he hit 500K, brand deals began to roll in. Now 

he’s getting inquiries most days.  

London charges a base of $550 for a video, and can go up to $2,500 depending on the deal and scope of 

work.  The largest deal that has come through was from Kimbal Musk, who reached out to London to host a 

giveaway for Tesla after seeing several videos featuring London’s Tesla go viral. 

One thing to keep in mind when pitching an advertiser is that “influencer marketing” doesn’t often lead to 

direct results. Followers know what’s happening when influencers feature products or services in their posts.  

London acknowledges the difficulty to make money off a following, and focuses on the fact that he’s selling 

an ad that a brand can use in their own Facebook, TikTok, or SnapChat advertising.

Getting Started on the Platform
 
Last year, Amie Balesky worked in software while her husband was deployed in the military.  She got on Tik-

Tok with no following from another platform, and started making videos for fun, telling stories about her life 

and speaking against bullies. 

 

One thing she figured out early was the importance of using a catch phrase. In an assertive tone, Amie would 

capture people’s attention by saying, “STORY TIME, stay with me on this.”

Catch phrases are common on TikTok and can add to an influencer’s personal brand.     

 

Building Her Following
 
Amie started in December of 2018. Within two months, her 

following had grown to 15k.   She reached 25k by March, 

which is when things really started to explode.  Instead of 

doing story times, she started showing more things about 

her daily life.  

Amie enjoys cooking, so she decided to explore fun and 

creative ways to show cooking through quick cuts. She 

would throw things into a bowl and call eggs “liquid chick-

ens.”  She did field trip videos where she got restaurants 

and farms to take her behind the scenes at each operation.

Amie pointed out that most people watching TikTok are 

part of Gen Z, which is known to be the most depressed/

lonely generation of all time (more screen time, less 

human interaction). Influencers who they’ve never met 

become their friends. 

2. HOW TO GROW A FOLLOWING ON TIKTOK

Amie Balesky Case Study (@thebalesky)

https://www.tiktok.com/@thebalesky?lang=en
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In order to relate to their followers, influencers can’t be too grungy (can be a turn off for getting people 

emotionally invested) or over-the-top boujee (unattainable).  Relatable is the best quality for higher engage-

ment, since people are more likely to be friends with someone who has an attainable lifestyle.  Amie cites 

Jeffrey Starr as an example of an influencer who people watch, for pure entertainment value, but aren’t emo-

tionally invested in due to his unattainable lifestyle. 

 

Making Ads Feel Organic
 
One of the toughest things about any sort of influencer advertising is making an ad feel organic.  It’s pretty 

easy to spot sponsored paid placement, especially on Instagram where Terms of Service require people to 

indicate that something is an ad by using a hashtag or “paid sponsorship” language in the geotag.  

Amie has received requests from some brands to call out their product in a way that makes sponsorship 

obvious. She wishes brands would realize that promoting a product organically actually works best.  In fact, 

if the TikTok algorithm thinks something is an ad, they’ll suppress it.  If she’s providing a coupon code, she’ll 

put it in the comments rather than shouting it out on the video.

 

Post frequency
 
In her experience, the exact time of a post doesn’t matter as much, but at least one video per day is ideal.  

Once every other day is okay, but you reduce your chances of creating a hit.  Videos pop off later, sometimes 

a week after they post. A source from Tik Tok said there’s a 90 day period for things to hit big. Creating con-

tent daily gives you more at bats to go viral.

Using TikTok to Promote another Business

If you have a business or personal brand, TikTok can serve as a major funnel for that biz.  Amie has a coach-

ing business called “The Balesky Experience” that has quadrupled in clients over the last year as her TikTok 

profile ramped up.
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https://thebaleskyexperience.com/

